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LEGAL ADVICE
CONSISTENCY WITH THE NEW ZEALAND BILL OF RIGHTS ACT 1990: BIOFUEL BILL

1.   We have considered the Biofuel Bill (‘the Bill’) (PCO 7895/19) for consistency with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (‘the Bill of Rights Act’). We understand that the Bill will be considered by Cabinet Legislation Committee at its meeting on Thursday, 16 August 2007.

2.   We have concluded that the Bill appears to be consistent with the rights and freedoms affirmed in the Bill of Rights Act. In reaching this conclusion, we have considered possible inconsistencies with sections 21 (unreasonable search and seizure), 25(c) (presumption of innocence) and 27(1) (right to natural justice). Our analysis under those sections is set out below.

PURPOSE OF THE BILL

3.   The Bill implements the Biofuels Sales Obligation policy (BSO) and provides for the regulation of modern fuels used in engines, including biofuels and blends. The BSO will oblige suppliers of petrol or diesel to also supply a proportion of biofuels. The purpose of the increased use of biofuels is to contribute to a reduction in New Zealand’s net greenhouse gas emissions and reduce reliance on oil by increasing the use of renewable fuels in the transport sector.

4.   Part 1 of the Bill amends the Ministry of Energy (Abolition) Act 1989 and renames that Act the Energy (Fuels, Levies, and References) Act 1989 (‘the Act’). Part 2 of the Bill amends the Customs and Excise Act 1996 to ensure that biofuel (including biofuel blended with petrol) continues to be free of excise or excise-equivalent duty. Part 2 also amends the Local Government Act 1974 so that local fuel taxes, which currently apply only to petrol and diesel, will also apply to biofuels and biofuel blends. Our advice relates entirely to Part 1 of the Bill.

POSSIBLE INCONSISTENCIES WITH THE BILL OF RIGHTS ACT Search and Seizure
5.   Section 21 of the Bill of Rights Act affirms the right of everyone to be secure against unreasonable search and seizure. The Bill contains regulatory inspection powers that do not require a warrant as well as more extensive search powers that are subject to a warrant.
Regulatory Inspections Powers

6.   Clause 14 of the Bill inserts a new section 35B into the Act which empowers a person authorised by the Secretary to enter any land, building, or place other than a dwellinghouse or marae in order to ascertain compliance with the Act. The authorised person may examine and take copies of any property, books, accounts, vouchers, records, or documents (including records or documents held in electronic or other form). The authorised person may also require any person to supply any information or particulars that might be required and may take samples of any engine fuel, petroleum, or biomass.

7.   We have concluded that new section 35B appears to be reasonable for the purposes of section 21 of the Bill of Rights Act. The purpose of new section 35B is consistent with a regulatory power of inspection. Individuals and organisations that operate within a regulated industry can expect to be subject to scrutiny to ensure compliance with the law. Such inspection regimes do not usually require the authorised person
to obtain a warrant if the primary purpose of the inspection is to monitor for compliance with a regulatory regime. We note that the authorised person must carry written authorisation and evidence of their identity. Furthermore, section 35B(5) provides that every person has the same privileges as witnesses have in court in relation to the production of documents or information and answering questions.

8.   We note that new section 35B(2) empowers the person conducting a search to use reasonable force. We are satisfied that the level of force that would be considered reasonable in the context of a regulatory search would be relatively low and restricted to property.  The use of force on people is not consistent with a regulatory search power and it is unlikely that a court would consider such force to be reasonable.

Warranted Search Powers

9.   Clause 17 of the Bill inserts new sections 37A to 37L into the Act setting out search powers that will be subject to the issue of a warrant by a judicial officer. The warrant is required for a search for evidence of the commission of an offence or to
investigate a civil penalty and may be issued to a police officer or any employee of the Ministry authorised by the Secretary (the Chief Executive of the Ministry responsible for the Act). That person may use reasonable force to gain entry and for breaking open any article, search for and seize any thing as authorised by the warrant, take copies of documents, or require a person to reproduce information recorded or stored in a document.

10. We have concluded that the search powers set out in clause 17 of the Bill are reasonable for the purposes of section 21 of the Bill of Rights Act. In reaching that conclusion we have noted that the powers set out in clause 17 are properly subject to the issue of a warrant. The person executing the search can only do so at a time that is reasonable in the circumstances, and is required to carry the warrant as well
as identification. Where the search is executed by an employee of the Ministry, that person must be accompanied by a police officer.

Presumption of Innocence

11. Section 25(c) of the Bill of Rights Act affirms the right of everyone charged with an offence to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law. The right to be presumed innocent requires that an individual must be proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt, and that the state must bear the burden of proof.[1] We have considered two possible inconsistencies with section 25(c) in this Bill.

Strict Liability Offences

12. Strict liability offences create a prima facie inconsistency with section 25(c) because, once the prosecution has proven the defendant committed the act in question, the defendant must prove the defence (or disprove a presumption) on the balance of probabilities to escape liability. In other criminal proceedings a defendant must merely raise a defence in an effort to create reasonable doubt. Where a defendant is unable to prove the defence, or disprove a presumption, then she or he could be convicted even if reasonable doubt exists as to her or his guilt.

13. New sections 32(1)(c) (inserted into the Act by clause 11) and 35C(c) (inserted into the Act by clause 14) make it an offence to refuse or fail without reasonable excuse to comply with requirements of new section 34W described above as well as similar provisions in the existing Act. A person who fails to comply would need to prove a reasonable excuse in order to escape liability. Nevertheless, we have concluded that the strict liability offences in the Bill appear to be justifiable under section 5 of the Bill of Rights Act.

14. A reversal of the onus of proof is generally considered to be more easily justifiable for "regulatory" offences such as those set out in the Bill. Those who choose to participate in regulated industries should be expected to meet certain expectations of care and accept the enhanced standards of behaviour required of them.[2] Strict liability offences can also be justified where the offence turns on a particular matter
that is peculiarly within the knowledge of the defendant. In such cases, it is easier for the defendant to explain why he or she took (or failed to take) a particular course of action than it is for the Crown to prove the opposite. For the specified offences in
this Bill, we consider the defendants to be in a better position to explain why they failed to comply with the necessary regulatory requirements.

15. A reversal of the burden of proof is less of a concern where the penalty is relatively low and therefore has a less significant impact on the accused. As a general principle, strict liability offences should carry penalties at the lower end of the scale. The maximum penalty available is $20,000 for an individual and $200,000 for a body corporate. We consider the penalty levels in the Bill to be appropriate for the area being regulated. We also note that the maximum penalties are likely to be imposed
on those who refuse to comply rather than those who simply fail to comply without a reasonable excuse.

Vicarious Liability of Obliged Persons

16. Clause 12 of the Bill inserts a new section 34U(7) into the Act which imposes liability on obliged persons for the failure of another person to file an annual return under that section. We have considered whether this provision could infringe upon the right to be presumed innocent affirmed in section 25(c) of the Bill of Rights Act because it imposes liability on an obliged person without requiring the prosecution to prove that the obliged person committed an offence. We have concluded that section 25(c) is not engaged because annual returns must always be signed by an obliged person or a Director (or equivalent).  Accordingly, once the commission of the offence has been proved, it is unnecessary to also prove that the obliged person was involved in that offence.

Right to Natural Justice

17. Section 27(1) of the Bill of Rights Act affirms the right of everyone to the observance of the principles of natural justice. The right to be heard is one aspect of the right to natural justice. Clause 12 of the Bill inserts new sections 34J and 34M into the Bill which impose an obligation on the Minister to consult before recommending an order-in-council but a failure to consult does not invalidate the order-in-council. The new sections do not appear to infringe on the right to natural justice because, although the order-in-council cannot be invalidated, the decision of the Minister would still be susceptible to judicial review on natural justice grounds.

CONCLUSION

18. Based on the analysis set out above we have concluded that the Bill appears to be consistent with the rights and freedoms affirmed in the Bill of Rights Act.
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